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INTRODUCTION / 
2.1 h sical ~Ji.tY-JJlYolves compati II 
Measuremef!t Qf ari~..P .Y bi·tr-arily chosen, internation,

1 --- . b sic ar --- "-1 ) with a certa,1n_ a standard called ~njt . The result Of I 
a_ccrpt~9 refere,!:l{: hy~ical quantity is expressed by a 
measurement O 

. i:i measure) accompanied by a tuu~ 
number (or n~:;1~~;r of physical quantities appears to be 
Although the d only a limited number of units fo very large, we nee . . . th . r 

. all the physical quantities, smce ey are lllter. 
expressmg h The units for the fundamenta} related with one anot er. :::-----:--- - -- . -- - . ~•., , or 

t'ti are called fundamental or base units. 1ne base quan 1 es _ .~ ..... .... -• - -·. .ti b • , d - ·c- rf ·airomer-physical quanti es can e expresse as 
~:~~ations of the base units. Suc?_~~ts obt~:.? for the 
derived quantities are called deri~e-d units. A_ comp~fe'set 
of'these-tmit:s·, both the baf~- ~ ~1t~_~ d de~ ~ ruts, 
known as the system ofunits . 

' - -{',l'Oli'~ • .;,,,- _ ... ~i.,,.,~ 
~,..... ....... ~.,..,,._.,.111",.!'f,,"o;,, ·.-..-» 

2.2 THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS 
In earlier time scientists of different countJies were using , 
different systems"''of 'urifrs~ for measurement. .Three such 
systeiiis, -the·'cl!!f tne"FP's

0(or British) system and the MKS 
system were in use extensively till recently. 

The base units for length, mass and time in these systems \ 
were as follows : 
• In CGS system they were centimetre, gram and second 

respectively. 
• In FPS system they were foot , pound and seco~d 

respectively. 
• In MKS system they were metre, kilogram and second 

respectively. 
The system of units which is at present internationally 

accepted for measurement is the Susteme Internationale 
d ' Unites (F h .;;i.;;;.,.....,._ •. _ ... .,_ . ..... ~ j-

•---:""··- renc for International System of Unns ' 
abbreviated as -~~- The SI, With standard sch~m; ~f sym6ols, 
units and abbreVi ti d d b G a ons, was developed and recommen e 
Y eneral Conf eren"e m ... h · 1~ 'or --· ,. · •"' on neig ts and Measures in 197 1' 

•~•u,._~_ 



UNITS AND MEASUREMENT -
international usage !!>..:'s.22!!:.!Jk. l<'chni ';:!! , , 
inffi.ijtrja[and commercial work. B~I.\LSI 
\lnits used dectmai s stem, conversions Within 
th system are Uite slm eanct convenient. We 
sh ollow the un ts in this book. 

In SI, there are~ as given in 
Table 2.1. ~es the seven ba~ u~ lb.ere 
~ two more Units that are defined for (a) plane 
angle d0 as the ratio of length ""orarccts totfie 
~ius r~ d [b) s~s the i'atto of the interce ted are~~SUi'Ta.ce, 
described abou _ e apex O as the centre, to 
the squ~:.?~~ ~~~sr,'~~a) 
and (b) respectively. The Unit for Q]ane angle is 

r f)' \ ' . 

I 

ds 

o --.__ ______ _ 

(@ dO = ds/ r radian 

(a) 

radian With the symbol raQ and the un1t for the lb) 
solid angle is steradian With the symbol sr. Both Fly. 2.1 /Jescriptinn of (a) plane ongle deana 
these-ai€1:limens10 ess quaii es . - r\~ lhJ solid angle dQ . 

.., -- --C,-0:-1 I ) 1' .:)C\1_ l.\5 

dQ = dA/r steradian 

Table 2 .1 SI Base Quantities and Units• 

... . 
metre 

· . uring a lime in1"val of 1 / 299, 792,458 of a = ond. 119831 

17 

kilogram · e kilogram i, equal lo the o~'!'':'"""°'!al l'.~'J>!jpe 
of the kilogram (a platinum-i.ridmm alioy cylinder) kept at 
intemationaiBureau otWelgh~easures , at Sevres, near · 

arts, France. (1889) · . 

• 

ampere 

kelvin 

mole 

e second is th~· d1:!1:1t!Jo~ ·~f 9:.~:§.LIZ.2..E.<;,ri~d.~J.L,the 
adiation -~~sP.~ncJ~1.1R..!2J:!le tran§iJJ.o.n..o._~~~~!!!..e_~ yPerfme levels of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom. 1967} -~ -· ----- ~- . --

e ampere is that constant current which. if maintained in 
o straight parallel conductors of infinite length, of n~s_li~le 

ircul~~s-se.£U.on, and pl~c~d Lllley-e ~~P~.m, Y!~':Wl; 
wo'iua produce between these conductors <!: force eq~.~ ¼ :lxJ.!t .. 
newton per metre of length. q948) . -~.....:! 

The kelVin, is th~ fraction 1/27~ _?.!Jh~!lleJIIlJl,~c 
• ;- \ I ' ' "'. ,. ,, empera~re of the triple point of water. (1967) : 

, The mole i, the amount of substance ofa whicll rontain, 
. -OA,·· ' a, many ell.'!'<:!!~ <n)ltlo, as them"" •e .1n,i,.9,!,~ 

. t,~ ~Ofil.<!!!l...<?fs.¥QP~ lk._~71) . 

' The candela is the luminous intensity, in a given ·au of 
direction, otft S!)4rcs!J.l~t. emi~ hf~U~~ 1n 
fre uen9'. 540x1012 

hertz and tha!.!L~ ... an .. - - · _ i 
~ectlon 0fr/683 'watt ":"'C'~dian~ 9l ....I 

- -.-

. The are iven here only to indicate the d t be remembered or asked rn a test. y g . techniques get The values mentioned he~e nethee rw measured. With prog,ess in technowgy, the "'."a.s~tsed lo keep "P extent of accuracy to which Y are . . The deR"itions of base units are re improved leading to measurements with greater prec1Swn. :JU' 
With this progress. .-... 



U.N+ br:- l) 't)~tR. '°'u-roQC\t - ~rr-AN/ )'Y) 
1.) S\}ttt..~ -ref'\ J!. \Q\') I 

':(:- • I 1')QU..J ~ 11 ' 
. . \.Jrn.\ ~l.)Y x( c., -I ('ILUJ«)f'I '\\U~ .• LI. -'.L v-oJ. or YV-' 

'"° \.l{\\ \ 0:n \J lr U~u) 10 ti..)..: gh outside SI) 
1 use (ThOU 

I\Vl c- - 1 d r0 r genera 
. I I ' -:i -, m I s unit I retalne ,, - ' 

Table22 ome - ' · 
T(\ s-)~ , 60 S 
(l"('f(}¼t { \l min 60 111l11 :: 3600 s 

h - 86400 s ' 
ci 24 h - d - 3 I 56 x 10 s 

366.25 - · hour 
day 
year 
drgree 
litre 
tonne 

y 
0 

L 

1• = (n/ J80) r~d 
I dm' = JO"" m 
10' kg 
200 mg • 

a I MPa = 10 Pa 
1:, car.i t bar O. , 

At 0. 'l'.' \(.)7 i.C 1trJ.1 ( bar Cl 3.7 d0" s ~~°'- 1 curte R 2.58 x IO , C/kg 
roentgen q 100 kg -•• .,, 
qulntal b IOOfrn'= lO ~

1 

biirn a I dm n' = IO 111 

t,< " < r • - 10'1 
111

2 

'IL.: u... , nre ha 1 hrn - . 1 o" Pa 

'a-> ard~ Lh;ec;t;are~~~~~E.:~~ - ~a~IJ~H- ~ 10~1~3::25~P~a~=:..,!.:L~O~l
3~x~=~= rm C,.Q't)14LLdci. standard atmospheric pressure 

f>IIYs1 ' t, 
' 

a._ I( lO _ -\t-el, ement of Large Distances :a - , 2,3.1 Measur 
(l(\1" cf Note that when mole is used, the elementary e distances such as the distance of a planet 
Th~-w ~btities must be specified. These entities 1,arg f m the earth cannot be measured 

'-' ) may be atoms , molecules , ions . electrons. o'. a tlstarWl_~oa metre scale. An important metharj 
. other particles or specified groups of such drrec y - allax method. 

particles. . . in such cases is the P~ - - -
We employ uni~ for some physical quanti~es When you hold a pencil in front of you a~st 

that can be derived from the seven base umts some specific point on the background (a Wal]) 
(Appendix A 6) . Some derived units in terms of and look at the pencil first through your left eye 
the SI base units are given in (Appendix A 6.1). A (closing the right eye) and then l~ok at ~ e 
Some SI derived units are given special names pencil through your right eye B (clo~u:1g theJeft 
(Appendix A 6.2) and some derived SI units make eye). you would notice that the posltiOn of the 
use of these units with special names and the th t t th pencil seems to change wi respec o e point 
seven base units (Appendix A 6.3). These are on the wall. This is called parallax~ e 
given in Appendix A 6.2 and A 6.3 for your ready 
reference. Other units retained for general use distance between the two poin ts of obsei.:'@j_on 
are given in Table 2.2. is called the basis. In this example, the basis is 

Common SI prefixes and symbols for multiples ffie distance between the eyes . '- -
and sub-multiples ar.e given in Appendix A2. To measure the distance D of a far away 
General guidelines for using symbols for physical planet So y the parallax method, we o~e ii 
quantities, chemical elements and nuclides are from two different positions (observatorie~l A@d 
given in Appendix A7 and those for SI units and B on the Earth, separated by distance AB..:; b 
some other units are given in Appendlx AB for aflhe same-time as shown in Fig. 2.2. We 
your guidance and ready reference. measure the angle between the two directions 
2.3 MEASUREMENT OF LENGTH 
You are already familiar with some direct methods 
for the measurement of length. For exarnpk, a 
metre scale is used for lengths from 10-3 m.to 102 
m. A vernier callipers is.useclfor lengths to an 
accuracy of 10-4 ~ · A screw gauge and a 
spherometer can be used to measure lengths. as 
less as to I 0-5 m. To measure lengths beyond these 
ranges, we make use of some special indirect 
methods. 1 • , 1 

along which the planet is viewed at these two 
points. The LASB in Fig. 2 .2 represented by 
symbol 0 is called the parallax angle or 
parallactic angle. -

b 
As the planet is very far away, D « I. and 

therefore , 0 is very small. Then we 
approximately take AB as an arc of length b of 8 

circle wifu centre at S and the distance D as 



UNITS ANO MEASUREMENT 

the radius AS = BS so that AB = b = D 8 where 
6 is in radians. 

b 
D= 

0 (2.1) s 

-~ 
Fig. 2 .2 · Parallax method. 

asimilar 
m~od to determine the size or angular diameter 
of the planet. 11 d is the diameter oh he planet 
arufaJGe angular size of the planet (the angle 
subtepded by d°"it the e~ .... la ... ve,,---

a = d/D (2.2) 
The ~e a can be measured from the same 

location on the earth. It is the angle between 
the two directions when two diametrically 
opposite points of the pJar\et are Viewed through 
the telescope. Since Dis known, the diameter d 
of the p / can be determined using Eq. (2.2). 

culate the angle of 
· ute of arc or arcmin) 

of arc or arc second) _in 
radians. Use 360°=21t rad , I 0:60' and 
I' = 601

; 

Answer (a) We have 360° = 21t rad 
1° = (n/180) rad= 1.745x10-2 rad 

(b) 1 ° = 60' = I. 7 45x 10-2 rad 
l' = 2.908xlQ-4 rad = 2.9lx1Q-4 rad 

(cl. l' = . '" = 2.908xlQ-4 rad 
= 4.847xl0-4 rad :::: 4.85xl0-6 rad 

Example 2.2 A man Wishes to estimate 
the distance of a nearby tower from him. 
He stands at a point A in front of the tower 
C and spots a veiy distant object O in line 

. with AC. He then walks perpendicular to 
AC up to B, a distance of 100 m, and looks 
at O and C again. Sin~e O is veiy distant, -
the direction BO is practically they same as 

~I.JJ . , J/\,. 
\ -, I A 

/18"(.) ' I 

AO: bul he 11nds lhe llne of slghl of C shlfled 
lrnm U1e original line of sighl by an angle 0 
= 40° (0 Is known as 'parallax') esllmate 
the distance of lbc lower C from his original 
posiLi?n A. 

C 

Distant object 
0 

19 

b I 
0 

A B 
+--1oom--+ 

Fig . 2 .3 
Answer We have, parallax angle (J = 40° 
From Fig. 2.3, AB = AC tan 8 
AC = AB/tane = 100 m/tan 40° 
= l00m/ . 391 = 119m 

. ample 2.3 The moon is- observed from• 
two diametrically opposite ~oints A and• B 

, on Earth. The angle e subtended at the 
moon by the two · directions of observation 
is 1 Q 54' . Given the diameter of the Earth to 
be about 1.276 X 107 m, compute the 
distance of the moon from the.Earth. 

Answer We have (J = l O 54' = 114' 

=(114x60}' x(4.85xl0·6 ) rad 

= 3.32x10-2rad, 

since Y' = 4.85 x 10-6rad. 

Also b =AB= l.276xl07 m 
Hence from Eq. (2.1), we have the earth-moon 
distance, 

D=b/8 
l.276xl07 

= 
3.32x10·2 

.,,/s ,10 ,m 

. -ample 2.4 The Sun's angular diameter 
is .measured to be 1920'' . The distance Dof 
the Sun from the Earth is 1.496 x 1011 m. 
What. is the diameter of the Sun ? 

. l ~', . 
1 -..:, 

t\ J ·-....."" 



I 
~~-----------------~~::-:::::::::~~=-:::PHvs Y :•11 ' I~ of t}l1S solution and dilute it to 20 cxna • 

al 
hol so the concentration of the , Uab,_ 1

1 

co . -~ Solutt _-, · r',' I 01}L 

Answer Sun's angular dtarneter a 
= 1920" 
= 1920x4.85><10-

6rnd 

= 9.31 x lff'_, rad 
Sun's diameter 

d=aD ll) 
=(9.3lxl0--3)x(t.496XI O ITI 

- 39 10~m - l. X 

2.S.2 Estimation of Very small Distances: 
Size of a Molecule 

all 
uke that of a 

To measure a very sm size t 
molecule (IO~ m to 10-10 rn), we have to adope 
spectal methods. We cannot use a screw gaug 
or similar instruments. Even a rn1cro~ o~ has 
certain lirnJtattons. An op'Hcaf mfcroscope us~s 
vtsiole1 i~ o:J:ook' ai {he sys!!:?'1 under_ 
investigation. As~ has wave ]ilce feafi§:.s , 
the resolufion to whlcbafl opt1c§l'"iiiicrosco~e 
can be u sed Is the wavelength @'ligfit1A<le!'ruled 
cxplanafion can.Jefolincnntlie Class XII 
Physics textbook). For visible Ii t the ran e o.f 
wave!~ Is from a out 4000 A to 70.QO A 
(1 angstrom= lA= 10·10 m). Hence an optical 
mJcroscope cannot resolve particles with sizes 
smaller than thls. ln~ead ofyj.sibleJight, we_cym 
use an electron beam. Electron beams can be 
foc u ~ sed by__properly___ck§igned. electr!£_,.a.nd 
m~gneti.e.Jiel~ e resolution of such an 
electron microscope ts.limited finally by the fact 
tha_! electro~o baiave as waves ! (You 
will learn more about thls in class XII). Toe 
wavelength of an electron can be as small as a 
fraction of an angstrom. Su ch electron 
microscopes with a resolution of0.6 A have been 
built. They can almost resolve a toms and 
molecules In a material. In recent times, 
tunne!ling_ micro~ y has been develo ed in 
which again the limit o resolution is better than 
an angstrom. It is possiWe t<(estlffiat~~ 
of molecules. 
• A simple method for estimating the molecular 
size of o~given.heliwi. OfelcacTcns a 
s oapy~_Hq_uid with large molecul~ f the 
order ot:1 0 -9 m. -

- The idea i s to first form m~ o-mole_gi.lar layer 
of oleic acid on water su~ 

We dissolve l,.cm3 of. oleic acid In alcohol to 
make a solution o( 20 cm3

• Then we take 1 cmJ 

";f 1J 1 ( l~J , ' 

al to - J ,·mi of olelc acid 'ii equ 20 x 2 0 /crn3 Ii 
solution, Next w e Ughtly sprinkle Of 

1 
cn~ uin pO\vder on the surface ofwa soillt 

1~ ge trough and we put qn_e_drOJ2..0fthts ~r Iii, ,, 
in tbt: water. Toe ~ cid.drop spread Blloii Ii 
thiJl, 1~ and ro~ ghly circular film of m'!ln~ · 
t}l1ckJiess on water s i:irtace. '1'hen, weq tuCUJai 

1
1 

measure the diameter of the thin film to c1uy 
area A. suppose we have dropped n ctr!;~ Its 
the water. Initially, we determine t In 
approxunate volume of each drop (V cma). he , 

Volume of n drops of solution 
== nVcm3 

.Amount of oleic acid in this solution 

_nv(-1 Jcm3 

- 20x20 

111fs solution of oleic acid spreads vei:y fast 
on the surface of water and forms a very thin 
layer of thickness t. If this spreads to fonn a 
film of area A cm2 • then the thickness of the 

fi.hn 

or, 

Volume of the film 
t= Area of the film 

nV t= - ---cm 
20x 20A 

(2.3) I 

If we assume that the film has mono-molecular 
thickness, then this becomes the size or dia1llder , 
of a molecule of oleic c\Cid, The value of this 
th1 comes ou to-be ofthe-order of I<Jll"m. - -~ 

Example 2 .5 If the size o f .a nucleus (in 
the range of 10- 15 to 10-14 m) is scaled up 
to U1e tip of a s h arp pin , what roughly ls 
lh e size of an a tom? Assume Lip of the pin 
to be in U1e range I0 5m to !0-4m . 

Answer The size of a nucleus is in the range of 
10-15 m and 10-14 m. 1be tip of a sharp pin ts 
taken to be in the range of 1 o--5 m and 1 o-4 Ill, 
Thus we are scaling up by a factor of 10

10
, An 

atom roughly of size I 0-10 m will be scaled up to a 
size of 1 m. Thus a nucleus in an atom is as SIJ1llll 
In size as the tip of a sharp pin placed at the cent.re 
of a sphere of radius about a metre long. 
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2.3.3 Range of Lengths 

The sizes of the objects we cotne across in the 
untverse vary over a very wide rartge. These may 
vary from the size of the order of 1 O:!!..m.gf the 

2i 

Wh1l d allng with atoms and molecules, the 
e e - ,.:... thi..-.-. 

kilogr~ fs an lnconveiilent uni(. ll1 S case, 
the re is an- important standard ~ t _of ~ ass, 
called the unlfled atomic mus unit (uJ. wfuch 
has beenestablished ·ro;--expresslnftne mass .J11ly..n_uclcus..alan.atQm..19Jhe.,._slzeJ>L~der 

of.J 026 m of the extent of the obsetvable universe. of atoms as 
Tabfe2:6'gives the range ·and order' of lengths 

, and sizes of some of these objects. 
We also use certain special length units for 

. short and large lengths. These are 
Jfenni = 1 f= 10-1sm 

1 unified atomic mass unit = 1 u 
= (1 / 12) of the mass of an atom of carbon-12 

isotope ( 1~ c) illcluding the mass of electrorts 
= 1.66 X 10-27 kg 

1 angstrom = 1 A= 10-10 m Mass of commonly available objects can be 
~ tronomical unit = 1 AU (average distance determined by a common balance like the one 

of the Sun from tfie Earth) used in a grocery shop .. Large masses in the 
= U 9E?.W ,9~ m universe like planets, stars, etc., based on 

/ light year = 1 iy:2_,;~ x 1015 01 (distance Newton's law of gravitation can be measured by 
I"-: ;-~ that light travels with velocity of using gravitational method (See Chapter 8). For 

--l_~ -:_",)) 3 x 108 m s-1 in 1 year) measurement of small masses of a,tgu:uctsue-
1 parsec = ...3·?8_x_ 10; 6 m (Parsec is the at'omi."7part1c1es etc., we make use of m'!;'s 
distance at which average radius of earth's orbit spectrograpnmwlucllradiusofme trajectory 
subte~ds an of 1 ate secol}dJ _ • - , is_p!'oportional to the mass of a charged particle_ r \ moving in uniform electric and magnetic field. 
2.4 MEASUREMENTOFMASS "- ~ j ''fu- w\1,c.h -\-h( ;..a.m~ - rfl"\1'£~()v..U.J-, 
Mass is a basic property of matter. It does not 2.41 Range of Masses ote c.Qh.Jtr*d ,l'\+o 
de~d on the temperature, pressure or locatipn The masses of the objects, we come t~ios~-~-
o( the object in sp~ce. The SI unit of mass is the universe, vary over a very wide range. These 
kilogram~- The prototypes of the International 
standard kilogram supplied by the lnJ~l!!.a!":!_~n~ may vary from tiny mass of the order of 10·!0 kg 
Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) are 0(~·electro__I]J:? jhf huge m~ s qf_l!PO_?~_]Q_5:_kg_ 
avalliibie in many other laoorafories of differ~:rit of the known universe. Table 2.4 gives the range 

. oomrtries: In-India, this ls avaflablnif the and order of the 1ypl"':1 m~ .!!f various 
National Physical Laboratour, (NPLl~~ objects. q , , 

l l ' 

' 
Table 2.3 ~ge -~~rder ?f lengths ) ( , : 



l ' 
'.!2 \ '{ l l) -------------..;~--~--~--~------------------- 1>11-,,, ~-+ I x 10 • •.~.c..-1 pm·t in 101:i _ This iJn lt 

'-' 

Table 2 .4 Range and order o f maases 

10 30 
l0 17 

Uranh.un atom 10 1 5 

Red blood cell l0•IJ 
Dust particle 10·9 
R uin d rop 10-6 
Mosq uito 1O-s 
Grope 10·3 
Human 101 

Automobi\t" 103 

Boeing 7 4 7 aircraft 108 
Moon 1023 

' Earth 1O2s 
I Sun 1030 

M ilk-y way gala.,-y 1041 
Observab le Universe 1o ss 

2.5 MEASUREMENT OF TIME 
To measure any time interval we need a clock. 
We now use an atomic standard of time, which 
is b a s ed o n the pertoillc-vi~pi:o--a.ucerun 
a e_esium atom. This is the basis of the cesium 
clock. sometimes ~alled atomic clock, usedin 
the national standards. s~ tandards are 
available in many laboratories. In the cesium 
atomic clo ck, the~ ~ nd is taj{_g,i. as tile til;ne 
needed fo r 9, 19 2 .63 1 , 770 vibrations of the 
rad iation c orre sponding - u 5'- tlie fransiticm 
between the two hyperfine levels of the grollhd 
state of cesium-1133 atom. The vibrations of the 
cesium a tom regulate the rate of this cesium 
atomic clock just as the vibrations of a balance 
wheel regulate an ordinary wnstwa tch err the 
vibratfons ofa s mall-quartzciystal regula1:e a 
quartz wris twa tch . "" 

The cesium atomic clocks are very accurate. 

Ute unc~ty gained over tlrne b~ es¾_ 
device Is less than 1 part in J..Q.:3; th 8u~h l 
r1 a ln n o m o re tha n 3 p s in on e.._yem- ely lo~ 
b - - = -- · n\1 -. ~ Ule tremendous accuracy in uu1e m ea~ e"' ~r 
Uie.§J unll of length has been expressed\lrelll~ l, 
tfie p a th length light travels in certain lttt~ 
';;r ttmei l/299 , 792,458 of'a second) l"P : te!;Vqj 
- TI1'e Ume in terval of events-that ca lei·l) 

I 
We (: . 

across in the un verse vary over a Ve otii, 
range. Table 2 .5 gives the range and ~cl \\r\q~ 
some typical ttme intervals. et(){ 

You may notice that there is an int 
th erest1-

coincidence between e numbers ap ""lg 
in Tables 2 .3 and 2 .5 . Note that t h ,. .. a:;_,~e~g 

~ ~gth Of ll 
lQrlgest and shortest len s of objects7n "'' 
universe is about 1041

. Interestmgl~y en . 01lt 
,....-=-:::-, - - - 0Ual tfitrauo of t~e lon~est a~!!_ortes t ti"''· 

mtervgµs associated with~ events and ob· tl\i 
in-oW::universe is also about 1041 

l04' comes up again in Tabl e-=--2.4, which lis , 
typical masses of objects. The ratio of t~ 
largest and smallest masses of the-objects_ e 
our universe is about ~1:,9~2

- Is this a cun.o~ 
coinc-id·en--ce- between these large numb s ers 
purely accidental ? • 

2.6 ACCURACY, PRECISION OF INSTRUMENTs 
AND ERRORS IN MEASUREMENT 

In principle they provide portable standard. The 
n ,t_tional stand ard of time interval ·second ' as 
well as the:fregu e n cy is maintained throug!i four 
cesium a to mic clocks. A cesium atomic clock is 
u ~ the National Physical Laboratory (NP,L), 
New Delhi to mainfiili'i the Indian standard of 

Measurew ent is the foundation of al\ 
exp~en~ science and techn.ology~e result 
of every measurement by any measi:i'ting 
instrument contains some_ uncertainty. This 
uncertainty is called error. Every calcuiated 
quantity which is based on measured values 
also has an error. We shall distinguish betwee~ 
two terms: accuracy and precision. The 
accuracy of a m easurement is a ID~ of how 
c~ tfie measured value is to the truevalue of 
the quantity. Precision tells ustowtiaf resolu.""1km 

' or lliniftfie q_"Qa:ntity is measured . 
The accuracy in measurement IllaY depend on 

several factors, including the limit or the resolution 
of the measuring instrument. For example, suppooe 
the true value of a certain length is near 3 .678 CIJl. 
In one experiment, using a measuring mstruroenl 
of resolution 0. 1 cm, the measured value is found to 

time . • 
Iii our country, the Nel,ba:i th e ,resp0p§ibili!;y 

o f ma!.Dtenance and improll.ement..QLp}lysica.l 
st;an~ including that of time, freguen~ c. 
N ote that the Indian Standard Time (IST)~is 
linked to this sef:ofatomic cloc ks:°Theefficientp -
cesium atomic clocks ·are so accurate that they 
impart the uncertainty in time realisation as 

be 3.5 cm, while in another experiment using a 
measuring device of greater resolution. say 0 .01 clll, 

the length is determined to be 3.38 cm. Toe firSl 
measurement has more accuracy (because it is 

{ I 
c1ifl-
rcsl 
5eC1 

010' 

aFI 
oel 
' br 
lb 



Table 2.5 Ronge ond order of time intervals j I 'I, 

Event 1 • ' • I • 

10 -24 Life-spun of most unstable purtiC'le 
Time required for light to cross a nuclear dis tance 
Period of x-rays 

10-22 
10-19 

Period of atomic vibrations 
Period of light wave 
Life time of an excited state of an atom 
Period of radio wave 
Period of a sound wave 
Wink of eye 

10-15 
10-15 
10·8 

10·6 

10-3 

Time between successive human heart beats 
Travel time for light froin moon to the Earth 
Travel time for light from the Sun to the Earth 
Tune period of a satellite 

10·1 
10· 
10° 
102 
104 

Rotation period of the Earth 
Rotation and revolution periods of the moon 
Revolution period of the Earth 

105 
106 
107 

Travel time for light from nearest star 
Average human life-span 
Age of Egyptian pyramids 
Time since dinosaurs became extinct 
Age of the universe 

108 
109 
10 11 I' 10 15 n ., 

r(\_& "(\.~CV, Y..or; c&- c,..___ Q c:., ,._ Q. 
oser to the true value) but less precision (its 
esolution is only 0 . 1 cm ). while the 
econd measurement is less accurate but 

I 10 17 '- / 
IJ 0- u \~ "r.QQft Qt_C..\J.'f'()4. . 

ore precise . Thus every measurement is 
pproximate due to errors in measurement. In 
eneral , the errors in measurement can be 
roadly classified as (a) systematic errors and 
) random errors. -ystematic errors 
e systematic errors are those errors that 

end to be in one direction, either positive or 
;-gative. Some of the sources of systematic "' . rrors are : 

Instrumental errors that arise from the 
err~ to imperfect design._or calibration 
of measuring instrument, zero error in 
the instru ment, etc. For example, the 
temperature graduations of a thermometer 
may be inadequately calibrated (it may read 
104 °C at the boiling point of water at STP 
whereas it should read 100 °C); in a vernier -- . callipers the ~ero mark of.vernier scale may 
nof coincide with the zero mark of the main 
scale,or simply an ordinary metre scafe ~ay 
be worn off at one end. • 

"- .. 
Cb) Imperfection in experimental technique . me To determin: the temperatu,e 

of a human body, l~ thermometer placed 
under the armpit will always _give a 
t~J>e@'fure..!.£~ llian the actual v~ of 
rtbe body temperatur e. Ot_her exm nal 
conditions (such as changes in temRU,.ature , 
humidity , wina veloc'ify, eto':'Jo u ririif!,h e 
experiment may systematically affect_. the 
measurement. 

(c) Per~onal ~rrors that arise due to an 
individual's bias, lack of proQer s~.tting of 
the apparatus or individual's carelessness 
in taking observations without observing 
proper precautions, etc. For example...U:.you, 
by habit, always hold your head a bit too far 
to the right while reading the position of'a 
needleon tne scale, you will introd~ . an 
error due to parallax. 

Systematic errors can be minimised by 
improving experimental techniques , selecting 
better instruments ao.clJ;emoving per_so~ b~ •-
';.s far as possible. . For ,a given se t-u~~ ,tl)ese 
errors may be estimated to a certain ex.te.nk!!J1d 
the necessary corrections may be applied to tfie 
reailin~~ • 

Random errors 
The· random errors are those errors, which occur 
irregula rly and hence are random with respect - -



·i~.:i1-------------------------::--:::::::-::-:---.... ~,1y as to under estimate the true "aI~ 
lo sign and size. These can arise d u e to ranclP~ 

. cr:I II I en lcu and unpN'dlrtabk . .JluctuaUons In c,xp 11 
<:ondition s (e .g. unpredicta ble Jlu clu n~:~:c;I 
t e m p e r ature . vol t age supply . m ~c cr~vn al 
vibrations of expertmental set-ups . e tc · µJ kl g 
(unbl,\~edl c::r;rors by t he ob serv~et:a;e 
readings. ~tc . Fo[ exam p le. whe n It ts very 
person repeats the same observation. dings 
like ly that he m a y ge t d ifferent r ea ' 
eve ~ rt_ime. 

Lea.st count f!n"Or 
b ured by the The smallest value that can e meas . unt 

measuring instrument is callea its least co .;,_ 
All therca~ measured values are good only 
u_p to this value. r 

T h e count error is the e_~ro 
associated°with the resolution of the inst:rum!'!nt. 
For e.xample. a vernier callipers has the leaSt 
count as 0 .01 cm: a spherometer may 1!~ve _a 
least count ci'ftf'0U"r cm . Least co:gn t . e,rror 
bdo~ to the catei0O' o(.ranaom errors b u t 
within a limited sizy; it occurs with 1:?t h . 
systmiatlc1llla random error.s. Itweuse-a1I1etre 
scaie for "measurement of length, it may have 
graduations at 1 mm division scale spacing or 
interval. 

Usin g instrum e n t s of higher precision, 
imgroving experin1ental technigues, etc., we can 
.-l"~leas t~count error. Repeating the 
~several ffines'"and taking the 
arithmetic mean of all the observations, the 
mean value would be very close to the_ true value 
of the measured quantity. 

2.6.1 Absolute Error, Relative Error and 
Percentage Error 

(a} Suppose the values .obtained in several 
measurements are a 1 , a2 , a3 •• •• , an. The 
arithmetic m ean of these values is taken as 
the best possible-value of the quantity under 
the given conditlons"of-measurement as : 

or, 
n 

amean = La1 In 
1=1 (2.5) 

..J.:!:!!s is b ecause, a s explained earlier , it is 
reasQna ble to suppose that individual 
m easurements are as likely to ovcresttmat~ 

q uantity. lie or 
The m a gnitude of the \ 

betwe en the individual me~ t 11 

the t rue value of the ct.uant~I 
absolute error of the meas .. - CllJlect 

b - -..e~e Js a enoted Y 1.1a 1- In a bse~ ~ f n.t. 
meth od of knowin g true value ~,. any ot1, ' 

• vve Con '"t a rl thmalic m ean as Che true Valu Si()~ 
errors in the individ ual m easure e. l'he11 \ · 
from the true value, are rnent "a.I¾ 
.1a1 = a1 - amean, I I 
.1a2 = a2 - amean' . 

,1a n = an - amean 

The .1a calculated above m ay be pos·t;, 
- ~e · certain cases and nega tiy_e .. JQ. som ill , 

cases. But absolute_ error I .1a I Will _either . 
b e positive. -..., . 

(b) The arithmetic mean of all the abso1ute.e , 
is_ taken as the final or mean absolu~ 
of the value of the physical gumititfalpr . 
represented by .1amean. ----..__ IS 

Thus, 

\ (2.6) 

(2.7) 
i=I 

Jf~ clo a single measurement....the VeL• 
g~ urtli_!:_-nmge a_ ± 'Ml:.,,, 
i.e. a = a ± .1a mean mean 

or, 

(2.81 

This implies that any m easurement of the 
physical quantity a is likely to lie between 

(a + .1a ) and (a - ~a_,J. 
mean mean mean use 

(c) Instead of the absolute error, we often 
the relative error or the percentage 
(oa). The relative error ls the rado oftllt 
mean absolute error Lia to th.s,JJleaJI 
value a of the 4~ tit;"':easured-- mean __ __ 
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Rebtivc error::: 6a / a 1S 5 ea.t 

~ " (2.9) = 2.624 s i;: _ 
When the relative error is ex , = 2.62 s 

cenl, it is called the p pressed in per As the periods are me"sured to a resolution ...__ - CfCentage error (oar- Cl 

- - of 0.01 s, all times are to the second decimal; 1t Thus, Percentage error 
is proper to put this mean period also to the 
second decimal. OQ = (flamear/ Qmean) X 100% 

/ 
Let us w consider an example. 

(2.10). 
The errors fn the measurements are 

2.63 s - 2.62 s = 0.01 s 
Example 2 .6 1\vo clocks are b . l 

. < ung es tcd agamst a s tandard clock locat ct . 
. C 111 a national laboraton,. At l2·00·00 

·J · • noon by 
the standard clock. the readings of the lwo 
clocks are : 

Clock l Clock 2 
Monday 12:00:05 10:15:06 Tuesday 12:01 :15 10:14:59 Wednesday 11 :59:08 10:15:18 Thursday 12:01 :50 10:15:07 Friday 11:59:15 10:14:53 Saturday 12:01 :30 10:15:24 Sunday 12:01 :19 10:15:11 
If you are doing an experiment that requires 
precision time interval measurements, which 
ofthe two clocks will you prefer '? 

Answer Toe range of variation over the seven 
days of observations is 162 s for clock 1, and 
31 s for clock 2. The average reading of clock 1 
is much closer to the standard time than the 
average reading of clock 2. The important po_int 
is that a clock's zero .ecmc.is-not-as-.signm.Gant 
for ;precision work as its variation, because a 
'zero-error can alWay~y corrected. 
Hence c • is to be preferred to clock 1. 

, Examp 2. 7 We measure the period of 
, oscillation of a s im ple pendulum. In 
successive measurements , the readings 
twn 0ul to be 2.63 s , 2.56 s, 2.42 s , 2. 71s 
and 2.80 s . Calculate. the absolule errors, 
relative error or percentage error. 

Answer The mean period of oscillation of the 
pendulum . 

(2.63 + 2.56 + 2.42 + 2. 71 + 2.80)s · T= , 

2.56 s - 2.62 s = - 0.06 s 
2.42 s - 2.62 s = - 0.20 s 
2.71 s- 2.62 s = 0.09 s 
2.80 S-2.62 S = 0.18 S 

Note that the errors have the same units as the 
quantity to be measured. 

The arithmetic mean of all the absolute errors 
(for arithmetic mean, we take only the 
magnttud~s) is 

8Tmean = 1(0.01+ 0.06+0.20+0.09+0.18)s)/5 
= 0.54 s/5 
= 0.11 s 

That means, the period of oscillation of the 
simple pendulum is (2.62 ± 0.11) s i.e. it lies 
between (2.62 + 0.11) s and (2.62 - 0.11) s or 
between 2.73 sand 2.51 s. As the arithmetic 
mean i f all the absolute errors is 0.11 s, there 
ii) already an error in the tenth of a second. 
Hence there is no point in giving the period to a 

/ hundredth. A more correct way will be to write 

T= 2.6 ± 0.1 s 
Note that the last numeral 6 is unreliable, since 
it may be anything between 5 and 7. We indicate 
this by saying that the measurement has two 
significant figures. In this case, the two 
significant figures are 2, which is reliable and 
6, which has an error associated with it. You 
will learn more about the significant figures in 
section 2.7. 

For this example, the relative error or the 
percentage error is 

0.1 
l>a=-xl00=4% 

2.6 

2.6.2 Combination of Errors 

13.12 
--s 

= 5 

5 If we do an experiment involving several 
measurements, we must know how the errors 

1 in all the measurements combine. For example, 
- Li -

2 , 12-



~2~6---------.... ---------------------------.... -
(a} Error of a sum or a difference 

80• Will you Dle&aure the JeJllth of • Une? 

\\'hat ,\ n ~\ivc q11<-slton . • ,1 thl-, st~l' . you might 
''~ ! BHt Wht\l If It 1-. not u s tnl1Aht Um•'? Omw 
a z.ig.r-ng line ln V<>ur copv or on the bl.1c-kboart.l. 
\'\"ell. not too ci1mc\llt n~aln \ou ml~ht taken 
th~ .. 1.d. place ll alm~ \ht> line . open up lhe 
thn-ad . anct measurt" Its len~h. 

Now lrnngtne:- that vou want to measure the 
le~h ot ,l naUonul highwav. a rtvcr. Ute railway 
track betW\.>en hvu sta t1011.s. or the boundary 
bet.,~ tW'O states or l'l.'."O nations. U you take 
a string of kngth 1 metrt" or 100 metre. keep it 
alon .. l! the line. shift tls position every time . the 
artthmeuc of man-hours of labour and ex-penses 
on the pro1ect is not comme nsurate witb the 
outcon1e. Moreover. errors are bound to occur 
ln th.ts enorn.1ous task. Tnere is an interesting 
fact about this . Franc-e and B elgii ,m share--- e. 
con1o'lon international boundary. whose length 
ftlenUoned in the offit'ml"6ocume11ts of the two 
c ountries d iffers sub s tantially! ---

Go one s t e p beyond and imagine the 
coast.line whe re land meets s ea. Roads and rivers 
have fairly 1nild bends as compareci lo a 
coastline. Even s o . all documents. including our 
school books, contain information on the length 
of the coas t.line of Gujarat or Andhra Pradesh, 
or the common boundary between two stales. 
etc. Railwav pckets come with the distance 
beh,.,•een stations printed on them. We have 
milestones· all along _the roads indicating the 
distances to various towns. So, how is it done? 

One has Lo.decide how much error one can 
tolerate and optimise cost-effectiveness. If you 
want ..smaller errors. It will involve high 
technology and high costs. Suffice it •to say that 
it requires fairly advanced level of physics. 
mathematics. engineering and technology. It 
belongs to the areas of fractals , which has lately 
b ecome popular in theoretrcal physics. Even 
then one doesn't know how much to rely on 
llie figure that props up. as is clear from the 
s tory of F,rance and Belgium: Inciden tally, this 
story of the France-Belgium dis cre p a ncy 
appears on the first page of an advanced Physics 
book on the subject of fractals and chaos! 

density is obtained by deviding mass by the 
volume· of the substance. If we have errors in 
the measurement of mass and of the sizes or 
dimensions. we must know what the error will 
be in the density of the substance. To make such 

tes we should learn how errors combine esttma , 
art S mathematical operations. For this, in V OU 

the following procedure. we use 

Suppose two physical quantities A 
measured values A ± M. B ± t.B ra:1d .8 h~ 
where M and tlJ3 are their absolute e~ectii,.~ 
wish to find the error LiZ in the sulll. Ors.·~ 

Z=A+B. 
We have by addition, Z ± LiZ 

= (A ± M) + (B ± LIB). 
The maximum possible error in z 

tlZ=M+tlB 
For the difference Z = A - B, we have 

Z ± I:!,. Z = (A ± M) - (B :!: dB) 
= (A-B)±  M::tM3 

or, ± tlZ = ± M ± tlB 
The maximum value of the error is 
M+tlB. 
Hence the rule : Wh~ titie8 
added or suj>tracte<!_, the absolute~~ 
final result is-the swn of the ahsolute.e?roti 
in t]J._!tindividual-quantities. 

Example 2.8 The temperature s of two 
bodies m easure d by a thermomete r are 
t = 20 °c ± 0.5 °C and = 50 °c ± 0.5 oc_ 
C alculate the tem pera ture difference and 
the e rror theirtn. 

Answer f = ~-t, = (50 °C±0.5 °C)- (2O°C:t0.5 'C) 
t: = 30 °c ± 1 °c 

(b) Error of a product or a quotien t 
Suppose Z = AB and the measured values of A 
and Bare A ± Mand B ± t!.B. Then 

Z ± t'1Z = (A ± M) (B ± tlB) 
=AB±  BM±  A tlB ± M tiB. 

Dividing LHS by Zand RHS by AB we have. 
l:t(t-.Z/2) = 1 ± (M/A) .± (tlB/B) ± (M/A)(Afl/B). 
Since Mand l:!,.B are small, we shall ignore their 
product. 

Hence the maximum relative error 
t-.Z/ Z = (M/A) + (lIB/B) . 
You can easily verify that this is true for diVislon 
also. 

Hence the rule : When two quantitie• :: 
multiplied or divided, the relative error In tJII 

· result is the sum of the relative errors In 
multipliers. 



!:!_NITS AN D MEASURE 
/ • MENT 

' " Exampl 2 · e ·9 The reslslan V = ( 100 ± 5 )V and 1 . 1 cc R = VI r where = I 0 ± 0 2)A F percentage error In R. · · lhe 

Answer The percentage error . 
I it is 2% The total m Vis 5% and in 
be 5% + 2°% = 7%. error in R would therefore 

ample 2.10 1\vo resist 
R = 100 ± 3 ohm and R ors of resistances 

i ~= 200 ± 4oh 
connected (a) in series (b) . m are 
the equivalent resist~ce parallel. Find 
combination, (b) parallel co':n:e (a) series 
for (a) the relation R =R + R mation . Use 

1 2• and for (b) 
_!_ = _!__ + _l t-,.R I !-,RI t-,R 
R' R R and ~= - +- 2 

I 2 R R 2 R 2 l 2 

Anstoer (a) The equiv~ent resistanc f . 
combination e O senes 

R =R1 +~= (100 ± 3) ohm+ (200 ± 4) ohm 

27 

Then, 
!J.Z/Z= (MIA)+ (M/A) = 2 (M/A). 

Hence, the relative error in A2 is two Umes the 
error in A 

Ingeneral,if Z=APBq/C' 
Then, 

!J.Z/ Z = p (M/ A) + q (t:..B/ B) + r (t:..C/ C). 

Hence the rule : The relative error in a 
JmYSical guantlty..raised..tO-thepower k iS:-the 
k thnes the relative error in the individual 
quantity, · ' . . ? 

wf ~': \ 
Example 2.11 Find the relative error in 
Z, if Z = A4Bu3; c0312. 

Answer The relative error in Z is t.2/ Z = 
4(M/A) +(1/3) (AB/Bl+ (t.C/C) + 3/2) (Lill/D). 

~,n"\· . 

Example 2.12 The period ofosclllation of 

= 300 ± 7 ohm. ~ " ,1..0o.r' , ,__..,,, . .~ a simple pendulum is T = 2rc.JL!g . 
(b) T~e ~quivalent resistance of parallel Meas~ed value of Lis 20.0 cm known to 1 

mm accuracy and time for 100 oscillations · combmation . . 
, R

1

~ 200 ..,-~(?-~) 1· ~/';! of th_e pern;lulum is found to be 90 s using 
R =--':..........::.- = 66. 7 ohni U r a wn~t watch of .l s resolution. What is the 

R1 + 3 :: ~'9 i..[f a :. Vaccuracy in the determination of g ? 

1 _ 1 1 ~,t- Answer g = 4rr.2L/T2 
1 ''2 .J..11104°' . t M · t.T M Then.from R'--R + r) E] ... . 

t°lh! . Here, T = - and t. T = - There'"ore - = -t ..,,r n n · 
11 

• • T t · 
we ge , ·, 1 1 1 J . 11R' t1R fiRi The errors in both L and t are the least count 
_ = _ 1 + _ errors. Therefore, 

''2 (t.g/g) = (U/IJ + 2(t.T/T) R t2 R12 D 2 

=(66.7 )
2 

3 + (66.7 )
2 

4 
100 200 

= 1.8 
Then, R' = 66. 7 ± 1.8 ohm 
(Here, t.R is expresed as 1.8 instead of 2 to 

keep in confirmity with the rules of significant 
figures.) ' 

(c) Error in case of a measured quantity 
raised to a power 

Suppose Z = A2, 

0.1 ( 1 ) = 20.0 +2 90 =0.027 

Thus, the percentage error in g is 
100 (t.g/g) = lO0(U/L) + 2 x 100 (t.T/T) 

=3% 

2.7 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES 
As discussed above , every measurement 
invoJves errors . Thus, the result -of 
measurement should be reporteq m a;l{ay !llat 
indicates fhe p·reclsfon of measuremen~-
Norrnally, The reported result of measurement 
is a number that includes all digits io _the 
number that are known reliably plus the Jir~t 
digit that is uncertain. The reliable digits plus 



:~a:!_rst uncertain digit are known as 
"-5&UU.C&nt dl&lta..o:t..algnlflcant.J13mes.-If we 
say !:_he _period- of oscillation of a simE,le 
P !:ndulum is 1.62 s, the digits 1 and 6 are 
rel!_a~~ and ~ ertam-:-:-whHe-ttrncitgn 2'"' ts 
uncertain. T\rus, the measured value has three 
si~tftcant fig_ures. The length of an object 
reported after mea"surement to tie 287.5 cm has 
four significant figures, the digits 2, 8, 7 are 
certain while the digit 5 ts uncertain. Clearly, 
.renorttng the re~ult of mea~ux:em.eo..t . ...that 
~ s more di ts than the st n1ft ts 
is superlluous and also mis a since it would 
gi~ a wmng idea about the preci§iw'l of 
measurement. 

The rules for determining the number of 
signiftcant figures can be understood from the 
following examples. Si~ cant figures indicate, 
as already mentioned, the precis ion of 
me~urement which-depen:ds--oK llie least count 
of the mea.sur:mg-instrumen t. Aclioia, of 
~e of ~ _nt unltsJ!oe~ not~change the 
number of signtfli:ant_dlgits or 6.gures .... in a 
m~~IJ.!!!lt, This important remark makes 
most of the following observations clear: 
(1) For example, the length 2.308 cm has four 
significant figures. But in different units, the 
same value can be written as 0.02308 m or 23.08 
mm or 23080 µm. 

All these numbers have the same number of 
significant figures (digits 2, 3, 0, 8), namely four. 
Th.is shows that the location of decimal point is 
of no consequence in determining the number 
of significant figures. 
Tile example gives the following rules : 
• All the non-zero digits are significant. 
• All the zeros bet.ween two non-zero dig!!! 

ar~ igniflcant~ n o matter where the 
_ dec6iial pobit Jis, D_a! ii!!· · - --

• If the number is less than 1, the zero(s) 
on the right of declmlit p o~ rl>!!!.,!~the 
left of the first non-zero digit are not 
significant. (In Q.00 2308, the underlined 
zeroes are not significant). 

• T~.-J;.ermiual or trailing zero(s) in a 
number without a decimal point BJ"e not - -" significant. 
[Thus 123 m = 12300 cm= 123000 mm has 
three stgnillcant figures, the trailing zero(s) 
being not stgnillcant.) However, you can also 
see the next observation. 

!)1, 
• The tralli..9.g..zeM(s)...tn- a-_

11 
"~1 

decimal point are &lgntftc lllllb~'lbi. '. 
[Tfie numbers'3-:sbOor51)~t. ~ , 
significant figures each.] Oo ha\>e 

6 
(2) There can be some confusion \ 
tr~~ zetoCsl- Suppose a.k.ri~ ~e fu-~ bej:zoo W· It is e~ en!_ that th~s repo~~ , 
are rueant~ t.9_ £,ony ey 1~roe8 h..~ 
me~~em~ i:t an9 are, theref~;~~lri'\.'.~ltt ' 
these were not, it would be s u perfl ~c~'I 
them explicitly, the reported rn~ous to~, 
would have been simply 4.7 rn]. Noasurelti~ 
we change units, then w su~ 
4.700 m = 470.0 cm= 4700 mm== o.0047 
Since the last number has trailing OO~ . 
number with no decimal, we wau1:ro(s) !ti, 
erroneously from observation (1) abovec:cJ~ 
number has two. si~nificant figures, wi:i~u.. 
fact, it has four significant figures anct , _ 
change of units cannot change the nurn~ , 
significant figures. 

(3) To remov!'_ s~~h --~mbiguttles 
d ~ter~ inin~ the num~er~ nc._~ 

- 11gu!"e,!, _ the best way 1s t_orepcirtey-~ 
measurement in scientific not.!µ'on(in~ 
power of 10). In this notation, every number·& 
expressed as a x 10b, where a is a numbir 
between 1 and 10, and bi~ ¥1:Y~~ 

ne:@:f1ve expon ent (or pow~i'} of 10. In orderto 
get an approximate idea of the number,3-may 
round off the Ql!mber a to 1 (for a < 5) to JO , 
(for 5<as;_! 0). Then the number can be 
expressed approximately as l_Q!:_i.n_whicll th: 
~anent. (or power) b of 1 O is called order m 
magnitude of the physical quantity. Whenonly 
an estimate is required, the quantity is of th: 
order of 10h. For example, the diameter of the 
earth (l.28xl07m) is of the order of 107m with 
the order of magnitude 7. The diameter of 
hydrogen atom (1.06 x10-10m) is of the of(ier d 
l0-10m, with the order of magnitude 
-10. Thus, the diameter of the earth is lJ.orders 
of ,Jllagu!_tudeJ argei]han, · tne:I:iyAi;ogen..a.1.Qill• 

It is often customary to write the decimal after 
the first digit. Now the confusion menttoned JJI 
(a) above disappears : 

4.700 m = 4.700 x 102 cm 
= 4.700 X 103 mm= 4.700 X 10--3 Ion 

tbe The power of 1 0 is irrelevant to all 
determination of significant figures. However, 
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zeroes app~aring in the base number in the 
scTenfiflc notation are slgruflcimt~acllnttin~ 
in this case has Jourstgruftcant flgu res. 

Thus, in the scientific notation, no confusion 
arises about the trailing zero(s) in the base 
number a. They are always significant. 

(4) The scientific notation ts ideal for reporllilg 
measurement. B~ if this ts not adonted, we.use 
the..wl~precedjp~ple : 
• F~._! num

1
~be~ greater than 1, without any 

d!!!,lm~ • - tJie ~ra~ling~ ero(s) are n t 
s~cant. -~ ----2. 

• For a number with a decimal, the trailin 
ze~ are s!gniflcant. l. 

(~ The digit O conventionally put on the left of 
decimal for a number less than 1 (like 0.1250~ 
is ~~cant. However, the zeroes at the 
ena of such number are significant in a 
measurement. 

(6) The multi lyin or dividin factors which are 
neither rounded numbers nor num ers 
representing measured values are e~ and 
have ~ te !_lumber of~ @ .f 'T or 

d 
example in r = 2 or s = 21tr, the factor 2 is an 

exact number and it can be written as 2.0, 2.00 
t 

or 2.0000 as required. Similarly, in T= ---:. , n is ,n ' 
an exact number. / 1{ 
2.7.1 Rules for Arithmetic OperatioVs with 

Significant Figures 
The result of a calculation involving approximate 
measured values of quantities (i.e. values with 
limited number of significant figures) must reflect 
the uncertainties in the original measured values. 
It cannot be more • .accurat~e""original 
measured values .themselves~ch.tb.e.result 
is ~ - In general, the final result sho!Jk!.pot 
have more sigmficant figures than the ori~ 
dafii'lroiii'wlnc it was ofilaffiec["nius, if mass of 
ano bjecnsmeasured to be, say, 4.237 g (four 
slgllifi.cant figures) and its volume is m~m:ed to 
b~ the1_1 itsclensity, gy,.mere arithmetic 
division, is 1.68804 780876 g/ cm3 upto 11 decimal 
places. It would be clearly absurd and irrelevant 
to record the calculated value of density to such a 
precision when the measurements on which the 
value is based, have much less precision. The 

y } 
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followUlg rules for arithmetic operations wi~ 
stgnlftcant figures ensure that the final result 0 

a calculation ts shown with the 11reclsion that ts 
consistent with the precision of the input 
measured values : 
( 1) In multiplication or division, the final 
result should-__ru.llnJs.:iia'nYJl&iiifl~t 
·~ • as-are !)l_..!!_e origµlal numbe~ 
with the least significant figures. 

Thus, in the example above, density should 
be reported to three significant figures. 

4.237g -3 
Density = 3 = 1.69 g cm 

2.51 cm 
Similarly, if the speed of light is given as 

3.00 x 108 m s-1 (three significant figures) and 
one year (ly = 365.25 d) has 3.1557 x 107 s (five 
significant figures), the light year is 9.47 x 1015 

m (three significant figures). 

(~ ~dditi~n _2~t;!a.£_tion, the final result 
s ~Wc(f!'taln as many~decimal.pla~Las 
there in the number with the least decimal 
places. _, 
·- For example, the sum of the numbers 
436.32 g, 227.2 g and 0.301 g by mere arithmetic 
addition, is 663.821 g. But the least precise 
measurement (227.2 g) is correct to only one 
decimal place. The final result should, therefore, 
be rounded off to 663.8 g. 

Similarly, the difference in length can be 
expressed as : 
0.307 m - 0.304 m = 0.003 m = 3 x 1~ m. 
Note that we should not use the rule (1) 
,applicabie' (or multiplicat:iQn and divisioli- and 
write 664 g as the result in the example of 
addition and 3.00 x 10-3 m ih the-example of 
subtraction. They do not convey the precision 
of measurement properly. For addition and 
subtraction, the rule is in ferrns..of:deeimaf 

..E!_aces. - - · 

2. 7.2 Rounding off the Uncertain Digits 
The result of computation with approximate 
numbers, which contain more than one 
uncertain digit, should be rounded off. The rules 
for rounding off numbers to the appropriate 
significant figures are obvious in most cases. A 
number 2. 7 4§ rounded off to three significant 
figures ls 2.75, while the number 2.743 would 
be 2.74. The rule by convention is that the 
preceding digit is raised by 1 if the 
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lnal111tnc111t dlllt to be dropped (tbe 
llllderllned dlglt ln cue) l• more than 
5, &lld la left unchanged lf the latter lell 
th111 5. But what u· the number Is 2,74Q In 
Whlch the lnslgntllcant digit Is 5. Here, (ne 
co~ventlon ls- thaL l( the preceding digit ;s 
even, the lnsi~ flcant dlglt is simP Y 
dropped and:1Tit is~ Qdd~ th;'~ eding~gi~ 
is raised by 1. Then7Iie number 2. 7 4Q rounde 
off to three stgnitkant figures becomes 2. 7 4. On 
the other hand, the number 2. 732 rounded off 
to three significant figures becomes 2.74 since 
the preceding digit Is odd. 

In any involved or complex multi-step 
calculation, you should retain, In Intermediate 
steps, one digit more than the significant digits 
and round off to proper significant figures at the 
end of the calculation. Similarly, a number 
known to be within many significant figures, 
such as In 2.99792458 x 108 mis for the speed 
of light in vac.uum, is rounded off to an 
approximate value 3 x 108 m/ s , which is often 
employed In computations. Finally, remember 
that exact numbers that appear In formulae like 

2 n in T = 2n[. have a large (infinite) number 

of significant figures. The value of n = 
3.1415926 .... is known to a large number of 
significant figures. You may take the value as 
3.142 or 3.14 for n, with limited number of 
significant figures as required in specific 
cases. 

E mple 2.13 Each side of a cube is 
easured to be 7.203 m. What are the 

total surface area and the volume of the 
cube to appropriate significant figures? 

Answer The number of significant figures in 
the measured length is 4. The calculated area 
and the volume should therefore be rounded off 
to 4 significant figures. 
Surface area of the cube = 6(7.203)2 m2 

Volume of the cube 

•= 311.299254 m2 

= 311.3 m2 

= (7.203)3 m3 

= 373.714754 m3 

= 373.7 m3 

J:l il~l . 
\ · 

xample 2.14 5.74 g of a sub 
l 1111cs 1.2 rnt ''. Express lts cle stet.ti(•~ orr · 11 11 nsity · , 

1<eeplng tile sl~nl cant gures In View~ 

Answer There are 3 slgniflcant figures · 
S

ured mass whereas there ar !ti,~, mea h e O ,~ 
slgnillcant figures In t e measured v ~I) l : 
Hence the density should be expressed :~~, , 
2 significant figures. ' 

2.7.3 

5.74 -3 
Density= - g cm 1.2 

= 4.8 g cm-3 • , 
Rules for Determining the Uncert 
in the Results of Ari th ¾i~ 

• Ill.at· caiculat1ons It 

The rules for determining the uncerlainfy 
error in _the nm~ber/measured quantify ~t 
arithmetic operations can be understood fro !ti 
the following examples. Ill 
(1) If the length and breadth of a tht 
rectangular sheet are measured, using a Ille n 
scale as 16.2 cm and, 10.1 cm respectively, th l!t 
are three significant figures in ea: 
measurement. It means that the length I llJa 
be written as Y 

I= 16.2 ± 0.1 cm 
= 16.2 cm± 0.6 %. 

Similarly, the breadth b may be written as 
b = 10.1 ± 0.1 cm 

= 10.1 cm± 1 % 
Then, the error of the product of two (or more) 
experimental values, using the combination of 
errors rule, will be 

lb= 163.62 cm2 ± 1.6% 

= 163.62 ± 2.6 cm2 

This leads us to quote the final result as 
lb= 164 ± 3 cm2 

Here 3 cm2 is the uncertainty or error in the 
eStirnalion of area of rectangular sheet. 
12) If-~ -~f e~rimental data tupecUied 
to n-significaQt .ft~~obtained by 
combining the data wiU.Jllso..be,....alld to II 
significant figures. 
~owever..-if-data.ar:e..sulltl:acted,-1:he,<number of 

gnific@t figures can be reduced. ~-
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~ exarople.12.9 g- 7.06 g, both specilledtothree 
· cant tlgl.m-s. cannot properly be evaluated 

~ , 5.84 g but only as 5.8 g, as uncertatnues ln 
\> <:)~~ traction or addition combine ln a different 
t 01~~ hion (smallest number of decimal places rather 

, n U1e number of sJgnificant figures In an of 
~- number added or subtracted). y 

(3) The relative error of a value of number 
apccified to significant figures depends not 
'ODly on n but also 2.,n ~ her itself.• 

example. the accuracy In m;;,urement of 
!t, • . . U)ass I.02 g is ± 0 .01 g whereas another 
\ ;:., ~urement 9.89 g ls also accurate to ± 0 _01 g. 

~ i The relative error in 1.02 g is 
= (± 0.01/ 1.02) X 100 % 
=±1% 

l!ti t\• Similarly. the relative error in 9.89 g Is 
llJt;, I = (± 0.01/9.89) x 100 % 

&-.. = ± 0.1 % 
F'!nally. remember that intermediate results in 

'l. t0 a multi-step computation should be 
lne-_ · calculated to one more significant figure in 
• U-1~ every measurement than the number of 
eat· digits in the least precise measurement. 
1 n-~· These should be justified by the data and then 

the arithmetic operations may be carried out; 
9tberwise rounding errors can build up. For 
example, the reciprocal of9.58, calculated (after 

IS 
,-ounding off) to the same number of significant 
figures (three) is 0.104, but the reciprocal of 
0.104 calculated to three significant figures is · 

· 9.62. However, if we had written 1 /9.58 = 0.1044 
and then taken the reciprocal to three significant 

mar, d al figures, we would have retrieve the origin 
ion ~ 

.s 

. value of9.58. 
This example justifies the idea to retain one 

' more ana dtgtt {ttimlhe nuiiioer ofa@tsin 
tlie least precise measurement) In intermediate 

' steps of the complex multi-step calculations In 
order to avoid additional errors In the process 
of rounding off the numbers. 

.8 DIMENSIONS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES 

Jhe nature of a physical quantity is described 
y tt:sciimensions. All the physical quantities 

represented by derived units can be expressed 
in terms of some combination of seven 
fundamental or base quantities. We shall call 
these base quantities as the seven dimensions 
of tl1e physical world, which are denoted with 

q·tOJ.J f') 
j 

\: \I 
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.' i Thus . le~ t!! has the 

squa re bruckel~ [ I- time l'T1 electric curr«;!lt 
dimension IL]. m~ • ~·,· [Kl iuinlrious 
[~yriamlc .!£IDEe~~bsW1Ce ~[fu'o1]. 
lnlenslcy pr. and am~n~c~ s uanti artthe 

enslons of a bi h the base 
Powers or exponents) to_..!.,! - ~t;'l.il ----=~- 1- d fc re1resen1. ·" quiiffitles are ra se 0- b kef; 
quantity.Note that using the square ;~g 
I ( round a quantity means that we are 
with 'the dimensions of' the quantity. 

In.m~ nariics;aif ffie physical quruitl?es,:an 
be written In terms of the clfrrten.sions IL] , !Ml 
ani'I [I f For example , ffie" volume occupied by 
aii'object is expressed as the product of length, 
breadth and height, or three lengths._!le~': ~e 
dimensions of volume are ILi x ILi x ILi - ILi - IL]. 
A.s the volume is independent of mass and time, 
it is said to possess zero dimension in mass IM0

], 

zero dimension in time [T0
] and three 

dimensions In length. 
Similarly, force, as the product of mass and 

acceleration, can be expressed as 
Force = mass x acceleration 

= mass x (length)/(time}2 

The dimensions of force are [Ml [L]/[T]2 = 
[ML 1 2]. Thus, the force has one dinlension in 
mass, one dimension in length, and -2 
dimensions In time. The dinlensions In all other 
base quantities are zero. 

Note that In this type of representation, the 
magnitudes are not considered. It is the quality 
of ffie tyJ>e of the e]Ysl?il quantity that enkrs. 
'I'litis,'a.change in vefoctcy7iruUfilvefoc1ty, 
average velocity, final velocity, and speed are 
all equivalent In this context. Since all these 
quantities can be expressed as length/time, 
their dimensions are [L]/[T] qr [L T-1]. L 

>-;,. ,' rNJ,J.{')' {' ' 0, ... - \ "-
2.9 DIMENSIONAL FORMULAE AND 1 

DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS 

expression which sho-F"1L_how and which of 
th!;!J~ q_uantjtle§ represenLthe dinlensio11§.. 
of a physical quantity is c~ed the dimel]§JQ.ngl 
formula of the given physical quantity. For 
CX3!!1P.!e~~~ cl_!mensional formula of the ~ e 
ls. !¥0 L3 T"), and that of speed:.or-velocify is 
[M° L T-1]. Similarly, [M0 L T-2] is the dimensional 
formula of acceleration and [M L -s T"] that of 
mass density. 

An e~ation obtained by equating a physiCpl 
quantity wilh its dimensional formu la is called. 
the dimensional equat!on of the physical 
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}1ys f: m the thermodynamic temperat 
al equations are ro le principle called the Pri Ure, 'tli 

quantity. Thus. the dtmenslon the dimensions :!:1..!'o,~ of dJmensloni1n~··, 
the equations. which represent of the base ~"[uJfu cbecldng th~ ;;~~att~I 
of a physical quantity In ternlsdtmenstonal an•enuatlon. If the dim~ cc~tne ee80

1
1 quantities. For exampleeed, th

1evl r0rce (F) and the equa~ 
f I IVI sp , '' are not s8.!!!.e, - - ~ong, ~ n'( 

equations o vo ume , sed as we"-:i-.ertve an expression ,or cli'e len' •en~. 1r' 
mass density Ip) may be expres u gtb distance) of an object, regardless of the 8 _ f ot 

IV!= [M°L3T°I 
lul = IM° L 1'"'1 
lfl = IM L 1'"21 
[pl = 1M L --3 T°) bta1ned 

al tion can be o The dtmens!?n equa the relations 
from the equation representing uues The 
between the physical quan b~r and 
dimensional formulae of a 1arge ~u:ved from 
wide variety of physical quanti!e\el:tionshtps 
the equations representing e ressed 
among other physical quantities and exp in 
In terms of base quanttttes are gtven d 
Appendix 9 for your guidance and rea y 
reference. 
2.10 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND ITS 

APPLICATIONS 

The recognition of concepts of dimensions, which 
gutde the description of physical behaviour ts 
of baste importance as only those physical 
quantities can be added or subtracte~ h!ch 
have- the same dimensions-:---A- Uiorough 
unaerstandingo f dimensio!:Uifanalysls helps us 
in deducing certain relations among different 
physical quantities and checking the derivation, 
accuracy and dimensional consistency ... or 
hom2gene1ty of yartons mathematical 
exp~ns. When magnitudes of two or more 
physical quantities are multiplied, their units 
should be treated in the same manner as 
ordinary algebraic symbols. We can cancel 
identical units in the numerator and 
denominator. The same is true for dimensions 
of a physical quantity . ..,Similarlx, ph~sical 
quantities regresented by ~Q~onb,Qtb sides 
of a'°J]]_athematlcal.equatlon.must-havethe same 

· dimensions. 

2.10.1 Checking the Dimensional 
Consistency of Equations 

The magnitudes of physical quantities may be 
added together or subtracted from one another 
only if they have the same dimensions. In other 
words, we can add or subtract similar physical 
quantities. Thus, velocity cannot be added to 
force, or an electric current cannot be subtracted 

appearing tn the orlginal mathemauca1 re'biib 
hen all the individual dimenst attoii w on8 , 

stmpllfled, the remaining dimension rnu ar, 
that oflength, Similarly, if we denve an e St 
of speed, the dimensions on both the :~:tto~ 
equation, when simplified, must be of Jen 8 Ill 
tiIJle, or (L 1 1]. glh/ 

Di)ll!!US10IlL~ily Used -
prellminazy_test of-th e-con~ a 
eq~ation, when there is,..§ doubt about: 
co~ s~ of th~ _e.q.u.aiion. However, c 
dtmensfonal £_gQ_Si~ nc does not guaran 
can:ecCequatlons. It is uncertain to e fee 
of dimensionless quantities or functions. lb t 
arguments of ~peci~ functions, such as the 
trtgono11:elr ic, Iogarithmj c and expofientt e 
functions musj: be dim~nless. ~al 
n'E!ib~• ratio of similar physical _guanhties' 
su£h _as_angle as the~rat:10 (l~ gth/length)' 
refractive_!!,!~ as the~!1!t!P (spee~ t 
vacuum/speed oflight in medium) etc., has no 
dimensions. 

Nowwe can test the dimensional consistency 
or homogeneity of the equation 

x =x 0 +v0 t +(112) a t 2 

for the distance x travelled by a particle or body 
in time t which starts from the position x With · 
an initial velocity v0 at time t= 0 and has uziliorm 
acceleration a along the direction of motion. 

The dimensions of each term may be written as 
Ix!= ILi 

[x0 ) = IL] 
lv0 ti = IL T-1] [Tl 

=IL] 
1(1/2) a t2J = IL T-2] [1'2] 

= ILi 
As each tenn on the right hand side of thls 
equation has the same dimension, nam)1Y that 
of length, which is same as the di~ston of t 
left hand side of the equation lience this . \\ 
equation is a dimensionally corre~t equation. . \ 

may be noted that a· test of consistency of : \" 
enSlons tells us no more and no less than a . I'. 
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test of cons istency of units. bu t has the 
advantage that we need not commit ourselves 
to a parllcular choice of units, and ·we need not 
worry about conversions among multiples and 
sub-multiples of the units. It may be borne in 
mlnd that if an equation falls this consistency: 
t~t. it is proved2!0D8, but if it pllSJeS lt ls 
not nwwed ...l,tht Th I ---r6 ~ • ~..- ~- ..JIS~ a dimensionally correct 
eiuation need DO! be actu~l!y an ex act 
(~t) equation, b!1t dimensionally wrong 
(inco~t) or incon~t~nL,eqqation must be 
wrong - -. . M,., L \_ H XL 

• :- -1... L 
ple 2 .15 Lel us consider on equal.ion 

1 ? 

2 mv- = mgh 

where.: m is Lhe mass of the body .1 . . , V 1 S 
\·e!oc1ly, g is lhe accelcra lion· due t 
~ravily an d h is lh e h eigh t. Chee~ 
whether this equation is dimensional! 
correct. y 

AnsWeT Toe dimensions of LHS are 
[Ml IL 1 1 12 = [Ml I L21 21 

= [M L2121 !'- tJ 

The dimensions of RHS are 
[M]IL 1 21 [LI= [M)[L21 21 

= [M L212] 
Toe dimensions of Sand RHS are the same and 
hence the eq · n is dimensionally correct. 

ple 2.16 The SI unit of energy is 
= kg m2 s·2; that of speed vis m s·1 and 

of acceleration a is m s·2
• Which of the 

fonnulae for kinetic energy (K) given below 
can you rule out on the basi s of 
dimensional arguments (m stands for the 
mas r the body) : ' ·ri· 

K= m2 ,<.. f :· 
(b) K - / 2Jmv2 / .., ~/ 
( =ma 

_ (d) K = I J6Jmv2 .f' 
= (1/2)mv2 + ma 

s I Answer Eveiy correct formula or equation must 
f have the same dimensions on both sides of the 

equation. Also, only quantities with the same 
physical dimensions can be added or 
subtracted. The dimensions of the quantity on 
the light side are [M2 L3 T-3] for (a}; [M L2 1

21 for 
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lb) and ldJ; IM Lr·1 tor lC), The quantity on the 
right side of (el has no proper dimensions since 
two quantities of dlff erent dimensions have been 
added. Since the kinetic energy K has the 
dimensions of [M L-'2 r-21, formulas (a}, (cl and (e) 
are ruled out. Note that dimensional arguments 
cannot tell which of the two, (b) or (d), is the 
correct formula. For this, one must turn to the 
actual definition of kinetic energy (see Chapter 
6). Toe correct formula for kinetic energy is given 
by(b) . 

2.10.2 Deducing Relation among the 
· Physical Quantities 

Toe method of dimensions can sometimes be 
used to deduce relation among the physical 
quantities. For this we should know the 
dependence of the physical quantity on other 
quantities (upto three physical quantities or 
li,!!early independent yanab]es) and consider it 
as a product e of the dependence. Let us take 
an example 

-'L I 

xa<mple 2 :-'l 7 Consider a simple 
pendulum, having a bob attached to a 
string, that oscillates under the action of 
the force of gravity. Suppose that Lhe period 
of oscillation of the simple pendulum 
depends on its length (0 , mass of the bob 
(TU,) and acceleration due to gravity (g) .-
Derive,}he expression for its time period 
using tnethod of dimensions. 

Answer Toe dependence of time period T on 
the quantities t g and m as a product may be 
written as: 

T=klxgYm' 
where k is dimensionless constant and x, y 

and z are the exponents. 
By considering dimensions on both sides, we 

have 
[L0 M0 T1)=[L1 ix [L1r 2 1Y [M11' 
= Lx+y 1 2Y M' 
On equating the dimensions on both sides. 

we have 
x + y = O; -2y = I; and z = O 

1 1 
So that x = 2 , y = - 2 , z = 0 

Then, T = k F g 1 

I 
t 
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or, T::: kl Dlillens lo1:unon the interdependent Ph~ 
rela ons However, Iiif@"tlSllffiless C?S 
q . iot =~btatned b this method. Thernelh.~ 
can 1 ns can only test thedirii~ ns 

Note that v.alue of constant k can not be ohtalned 
by the method of dimensions. Here It does not 
matter if some number multiplies the right side 
of this formula, because that does not affect its 
dimensions. 

Actually, k = 21t so that T = 21C Jr 

menso -of d1 but not the exact relaffo~ship 
va11 1:-i quantities _!!l 8!:!Y «;,<IU~tlon. It 
phys 1 h between the physical ~ "'."' dtstingtl s :!.~ vtn same afuiensions. 
h11,An~mber of exercises at the end of llilt 
chapter wtll help you develop Skill I~ 
dimensional analysis. 

slJMMARY 
urement of physical quantities. Certain 

1. Physics ts a quantitative science. based =::ental or base quantities (such as length, 
physical quantities have been chosen as t perature amount of substance, and 
mass. time, electric current. thermodynamic em • 
luminous Intensity). f _ _.~,~ b tc arbitrarily chosen but properly 

2. Each base quantity ts defined in terms o a .. .._. ........ as · d 
standardised reference standard called unit (such as metre, kilogram. secon • ampere, . 
kelvin, mole and candela). The units for the fundamental or base quantities are called 
fundamental or base units. 

3. Other physical quantities, derived from the base quantities, can bel expt retssedf uniastsa 
combination of the base units and are .called derived units. A comp e e se o . 
both fundamental and derived. ts called a system of units. 

4. The International System of Units (SI) based on seven base units is at present 
Internationally accepted unit system and is widely used throughout the world. 

5. The SI units are used in all physical measurements, for both the base quantities and 
the derived quantities obtained from them. Certain derived units are expressed by 
means of SI units with special names (such as Joule, newton, watt, etc). 

6. The SI units have well defined and Internationally accepted unit symbols (such as m for 
metre. kg for kilogram, s for second, A for ampere, N for newton etc.). 

7. Physical measurements are usually expressed for small and large quantities in scientific 
notation,· with po~rs of 10. Scientific notation and the prefixes are used to simplify 
measurement notation and numerical computation, giving indication to the precision 
of the numbers. . 

8. Certain general rules and guidelines must be followed for using notations for physical 
quantities and standard s~bols for SI units, some other units and SI prefixes for 
expressing properly the physical quantities and measurements. 

9. In computl,ng any physical quantity, the units for derived quantities involved in the 
relationship(s} are treated as though they were algebraic quanttti till th d d units are obtained. es e esire 

10. Direct and indirect methods can be used for the measur 
In measured .quantities, while CJq>ressing the result th ement of physical quantities. 
measuring instruments along with errors in me • e accuracy and precision of 

11 In d asurements should be tak int t . measure and computed quantities proper signifi fl • en o accoun . 
Rules for determining the number of signiflcan':t:t .. gures only should be retained. 
operations with them, and 'rounding off , the gures, carrytng out arithmetic 

_ 12. The dimensions of base quantities and comb.;::~~ digits must be followed. , 
nature of physical quantities. Dimensional anal ~i tbese dimensions describe the 
consistency of equations, deducing relation[ a::i~~ be used to check the dimensional 
dimensionally consistent equation need not be act!a1f e physical quantities! etc. A 

· but a dimensionally wrong or inconsistent equati Y an exact (correct) equation, 
on must be wrong. 
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EXERCISES 

Not~ 1tat1q • ..;.oti,d .. ,,..n, take ,.,. of •lpllloant fliure,. $ F\U th blanks • I '-l l~t , 
lume of a cube of side l cn1 Is equal to ..... m3 · 

Urface area of a solid cylinder of radius 2.0 ·cm and height I 0.0 cm Is equal to 
I m)

2 

S~ · 
Ide moytng WIU1 a speed of 18 km h·1 ~overs .. .. m In I s \.'~ ¥.lb 
lattve density oflead Is I L3. Its density Is ... . g cm..:i or .... kg m..:i. 
bl • · · I 

e anks iy suitable conversion of units • \ I , '< l ~·/. 3 
i s •i = ,~ .. g cm~ s-2 \ I • 1 
.... . ly . -:=-~ ½ 2 = .... kmh-2 

~•~7 x 10-
11 

N m2 1kg)-2 = .... (cm)a s-i g-1 . 
2. calorte Is a unit f h 

S O 
eat or energy and It equals about 4.2 J where lJ = 1 kg m2 s-2 uppose we employ t ·f • . ·. 

of length a sys em O units In which the Unit of mass equals a kg the unit 
a-

1 
A-i ..,

2 elnqutals m, the unit of time is y s. Show that a calorie has a magnitude 4:2 
,., 

1 
erm.s of the new units · . · • - · . • 24 · . 

· Explain this statement clearly : . . 

,d!mens!onai quantity ·1,,g,· "' ·sma11· t, nreonlngless wtthout 'P""'1ng , 
. or compartson". 1n View of this, reframe the followtng statements·where\rer necessary : • 

35 

. la) atoms are very sman objects . . · ! ,.,,__ :;: ?, l J f't) · 
lb) a jet plane moves With great ·Speed .--. ---:--: ---
le) the ma,s of Jupite, ts ve,y 1,,g, . . 3 "'°" . , I "'0 · 
Id) the air inside this room contains a large number of molecules )( I Cl ., ."/~ 
le) · ro \s much more mass\ve than an electron . . . 5Gt> 

speed of sound is much smaller than the speed . of light. . 
• . new unit oflength is chosen such that.the speed oflight In vacuum ts untty. What 

istance between the Sun and the Earth in terms of the new unit if light takes 
and 20 s-to cover this distance? · · . : 
of the foll~wtng i~·the m~st precise d.evice for measuring length : 

(a) a · r callipers With 20 divisions on the sliding scale 
crew gauge of pitch i mm and 100 divtsions on the circ~ar .scale 

an optical instrument that can measure length to Within a wavelength oflight ? 
A student measures the thickness of a human hair by looking. at it through a 
microscope of magnification i 00. He makes 20 observations and finds tllat the average 
Width of the hair in. the field of View of the microscope Is 3.5 mm. What is the estimate on the thickness of hair ? . . 

2.8 Answer the followtng : 

(a)You are given a thread and a metre scale. How will you estimate the diameter of · the thread? 

(b)A screw gauge has a pitch of LO mm and 200 diVislons on the circular scale. Do 
you think it is possible to increase the accuracy of the screw gauge arbitrarily by 
increasing · the number of divisions on the circular scale ? . · . . 

(c)The mean diameter of a thin brass rod is to be measured by vernter callipers. Why 
is a set of 100 measurements of the diameter expected to yield a more reliable 

. fatimate than a set of 5 measuretnents only ? 
~ - '!'he·photograph of a ho~se occupies an area of 1.75 crn2 on a 35 mm slide. The slide ~ , A cted on to a screen, and the area ?f the house on the screen is 1.55 m2• What 

magnification of the projector-screen arrangement. . 
mber of significant figures in the followtng : , 

. ,~;,... 1.ir~1,I l &> Bf~, 
0.2370 g cm"3 \ , 

11 
loJ~~~S 

? 7 ' ' 
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00060~-l:! 111J 1bc I ,.. ._ 1 . I . · 1 of m elnl nn· 4.234 m. 1 005 

and ~~u,. breadth and thlC'kne~ o f n l' t'dnlli:(11 m s :t~ -i.hc sheet t.o correct sl...;_tfi Ill. 
- -01 cn1 respect1,"<'lv. Give the nrcn and volume O .... cant 

s. .. 
" mass of .vbox TU<:'asured by a groct·r·s bnlnnct' Is 2.300 k~. qo gold plc~s -of 

lll~SS 5 ~mi 20 17 are added l,1_t.ht' bc_,x. Wlrnl IS r lhne_ ~otolnmoss of the 
· · • I ·s to cor ·cl s l~nl canl !(\ires ? · - he difference tn the musses ol U1e P ec-c 

A 
bl • o b c and d ns follows : 

P-1ystcal quanUty Pis related to four om•e!1'a es · · 

P=a 3 b2 /(.jc,1) 
Th b c and ct · are 1 %. 3%. 4% and 2% 

e percentage errors of measurement In a. · · It P? If the value of Pcalcul t · 
respec velv. What is the percentage error in the quant Y . a eel 
u the ;,._bove relation turns out--to be 3. 763 . to what value should you round off 

e result? 
4 A book with many printing errors contains four dt,'Terent lbmwlas for the displacement 

Y of a particle undergoing a certain periodic mot.'on : 
(a) y = a stn 21t t/T 

._.Jb) y = a slri ·vt · . 
~) y = (a/1) sin t/a •. · 

(d) y = (a..ffi: " (sin 21tt / T + cos 21tt I TJ . · · 
(a= IIJ.lit,tlltnum displacement of the particle. v = speed of the particle. T = time-pertotl 
o otion). Rule out the wrong formulas on dimensional_ grounds. , . 
A famous relation ·in physics• relates ·•moving mass· m to ·t_h~ ·rest mass m" of a 
particle in temis of its speed v and .the speed of light. c. (This relation first arose as 
a consequence of special relativity due to Albert Einstein). A boy recalls the relc1Uon · 
almost correctly but_ forgets where to put the constant c. He wrttes : 

mo m=--~-. (1-v2f/2. 
s where to put the missing c. 

The unit of !engt:p convenient .on the atomic scale is known as, an an~strom and is 
denoted A: -1 A= 10--10 'o1: The size of a hydrogen atom is about 0.5 A. What is the 
to atomic volume in m 3 of a mole of hydrogen atoms ? 

ne mole of an .ideal gas at standard· temperature and presi;,ure occupies 22.4 L 
(molar VO ine). What is the ratio of molar volume to the atomic volume of a mole of 
hydr en? (Take the size of hydrogen molecule to be about· l A). -Why is this ratio 

arge? 
8 Explain this common observation. clearly : If you : look out of the window Qf .a fast 

moving train. the nearby trees, houses etc. seem to move rapidly in a direction opposite 
to the train ·s motion. but the clistant objects (hill -tops . . t.he MoQn, the . stars etc.) 

be statl01:;iary. (In fact, since· you are awcµ-e that you are moving. these 
dll.tant objects seem to move with·you). · . - . . . . · 
Tue principle of 'parallax'. in section 2.3.1 is used in the _determination of distances 
of veiy distant stars: The baseline AB is the lli1.e Joining "the Earth's two Iocatl,ons six 
months apart in its orbit around the_ Sun. That is, the baseline is about the d1~eter 
of the Earth'.s orbit ""3 x I0 11m. However, even the nearest stars are so 'distimt that 
w:tth such a _ long baseline, they show parallax only of the o~der of l" (second) of arc 
or-so. A parsec ts a 'convenient u~t of length on the astronomical scale. It ts the 
dJsuµt(;~ of an object· !hat will sho'i¢ a parallax of l" (second) ·of arc from opposite 
ends of a baseline equal to the distance from the Earth to the Sun. How .much is a 
parsec in tenns of metres ? . · . 
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e nearest s ' . rs awav. How mud1 h this 
distan ce I tar to our solar system ts 4 .2U li!!h1 ) ea d U j s tar (na1111·d ,\iplt , i 

~ nt n u u i s~ tenns of parsecs? . I low nu1l·.h pumllax woul 
1 

1
1
" months npnrt in if!-, 

Orbit aro dow When V1ewed from two l0t..•nllom1 of tl1t· Earl 1 8 x · 
2 .2..M.>.-... . un U1e Sun ? 
---- • •~sc n1easu . - 1 ce Fur example . 10 

ascertain th rements of physical quu11tllles are 11 need 01 sc- en · 
1 

d to find Hs 
c speed of . cc-urnte met 10 P<>stttons at cl 1 an alrcrall. one must have nn ° al UvaUon behind 

the dtscovc ose y separated Instants of lime. 'lrlls w as the uctu. mo dern science 
Where Prect;e or 

rad
ar In World War II. ·n11nk of different exnmple1:1 In 1~~ . whe rever 

You can .,.." measurements of length time mass et.c. are neeckd . so. 
· .,,. e a quanutau id · · d · 2 .22 Just as Pl"ecl · < _ve ea of the precision neede . . b 

able to tnak se measurements are necessary In science, it ls equally importa nt to e 
obscrvauonse ;?hugh esUmates of quantities using rudlmenta·ry ideas a nd common 
esumate ts dim l~k of ways by which you can estimate the following (wh e re an 
(aj th t cut to obtain, try to get an upper-bound on the qua ntily] : e otal mass of ratn b 
(b) the - eartng clouds over India during the Monsoon _ mass of an elephant C . 

-

(c) the Wind speed durtn 3c; ,7,R ~\--; 
(d) th number of str g a storm • / 

ands or hair on · your head , 
number of air 1 -

un I h mo ecules In your classroom. 
1 

( d 
1 o, K ansda !tot plasma Uontzed matter) With its in n er core at a temperature exceedin!:( 0 · s o uter surf: · ~ -
temperatures b ace at a temperature of abou t 6000 K . At these high 

' expect the · ·d su stance rematns in a solid or liquid phase In what range do you · 
ss enstty of the Sun t b th · d liquids gases ? Ch O e, in e range of densities of solids an 

s = 2 0 x 1 O"° kg eek if your guess is correct from the following data : mass of the ~ -
. . radius of .the Sun= 7 .0 x 10• m. Od)_ 'd/ n .• 

en the planet Ju It . _,... I )(...I.~ 
its angular di P ~r is at a distance of 824.7 nnlllon kilometers trom the Ea rth , . 
Jupiter ameter IS measured to be. 35.72" of arc. Calcu_la te the diameter of ,~x 

erclaes G _, Y....- ~4,7 x_uf;, BS. 7.2. · • 
-- \c. t '>J.< ~ ,..!)cl" r 

alkln b · · • '-'-1"' " ·uc ~-rfU'\l g riskly in rain With speed v must slant his um rel a forward m . king _ __ .., 
angle 8 With the: vertical. A student dertves the ·following relation between e and !b,~ 

v · tan 8 = v and checks that the relation has a correct limit: as v O. e as J 
expected. (We are assuming there is ,no strong wind and that the·rairi. falls vertically \W )( l o 
for a 9n~ man) . Do you think this relation can be correct? If not. guess the 
c ect i:-elation . . c· ,~ · · · ·• 

It is claimed that-, two cei;ium clocks: lf-tlo~ed to nm for 100 years. free from any 
dis ance. may differ by only_ about 0.02 s. What does this imply for the accuracy 

e standard cesium Gloi;:k irr'measurt,ng a time-interval of 1 s ? ' . 
. Estimate the,average mass density

1
of a ~odium atom assuming its size to be about 

· 2.5 A. (Use the known values of Avogadro's number and the atomic mass of sodium). 
Co~par i t.< Wi1:Q the;-density of sodim_n fu. its .crystalline phase : 970 kg m -3 • Are · the 
tw ens!tle_s of tJ:ie sam~ order of, magnttu_de ? If so, why 

e unit of length convenieflt on the nuclear scale is a fermt -: 1 f 10-15 m. Nuclear 
sizes obey ,roughly. the followtn"' empirical relation : · 

,.. J • } 'r = ro )1.1/3 / . . . . . ;, 

. where r is the fudius of the nucleus, A its mass number, and r
0 

is, a constant equal to 
abou .2 f. Show·that the rule implies that nucl~ar mass density is nearly constant 
fo erent nuclei. Estimate the inass density of sodium nucleus. Compare tt With 

e ·average ·massaepsity of d _sodium atom obtained-in Exercise. 2.27.' . 
9 A LASER is a source of very intense, monochromatic, an,d untdlrectlorial beam of 

light. Thes.i:: properties of a laser light can be exploited to measure long distances. 
The distance of the Moon from the Earth has been already determined very,precisely 
using a laser as a source of light. A laser light beamed 8:t the Moon takes 2 .56 s to 
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I-JoW much is the ·radius of ~e lunar . 

re a.fter reflecUon at the Moon's SUrface. . -
· rblt around the Earth ? . uJtrason1c waves to detect and locate 
.so A SONAR isound mwtgatJon _and rwigtngJ u;~swttll a SONAR the tin;le delay between . 

objects under water. Jn a submarine equJpp f its echo after reflection .from an· . d th reception o . f th b . generatl n of a probe wave an e 1 the dJstance o e enemy su manne? 
CJJC submartne ts found to be 77,0 ~- What s · _ . . . · · 

..t0'JJC1::u of sound tn _water= 1450 m 8 ). ed b modern astronomers are so distant 
·1 The farthest objects In oi1r UnJvers~ dfscov7 ear! to reach the Ea rth. niese objects 

that light emitted by them takes bi~llons ~u:es, which have not yet _been satisfactorily 
(known·as quasars) have 01anypuzzhngfefa · . sar from which light takes 3.0 billion 
exi)killned. What is the distance 1n km o a qua • . 

to reach us? ' • · · ·· · · . · · · · al 1 clipse the disk of the moon almost . 
2 2 It ts a well kno~ fact that 'during a tot so ar e ct and from the information 

completely covers the disk of the Sun. · From this ,fa . . · ,.',l...., • t di t you · d -~.... the approAll.ua e ame er of th 

A
ather •frotn examples 2.3 anp 2.4,_ etep.uu,e · · . . _· · e 

·, phystciSt of this .,.,0 ,;;,y (R~.M- Dirac) lovecf playing with numertcal values of 
amental constants of nature. This led him · to an mteresting: oqservatlon. Dirac . 

found that fron1 the basic· constants. o( atomic physics (c, e, mass of electron, mass of 
· proton) and ilie gravitational constant G, he could arrive at a number With the . 
dimension: of tJme. Further, . it was a. very .large number, its magnitude being close to 
the present estimate on the age of ~e·:unf_verse (~15 billion years). From the table of 
fundamental constants in this book, tiy to se~ if you too can construct this numbe '. · 
~: any other b.tte":s~g-number you can think of J. If its_ coincidence With the age 0; ., 
cons=:;e we~e signiflcant, what would this im!'lyJor the~constancy of fu1_1damenta1 J _ 


